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In “Lands Between,” a fantasy action RPG, the protagonist with whom you forge a bond through a series of quests is the first character that you can freely create. The adventure starts in the land of the Elden, where all the lords of the 15 nations and 6 regions were born. While traveling through the lands among your companions, you will fight
together with them, gain experience, and meet new people. If you do so, the game will evolve around you, and its various features will deepen in ways that are difficult to predict. ------------------------- ◆ Gameplay [ Combat & Skill System ] You’ll be able to fight together with up to 3 other party members to defeat the enemy, attack monsters, and
gain EXP! In addition, there will be a variety of battle methods and abilities. You can execute various commands for your party members based on the situation of the battle, or use them to execute specific attacks. [ Craft ] Crafting has been added as a new feature that will be added to the game step by step through continuous development.
You can use crafting materials and gain EXP through synthesis. [ Job System ] An extensive job system that will be constantly expanded in future updates. In a job, there are many skills that have different levels. Through the experience that you gain from jobs, you will be able to improve your skills. [ Quests & Events ] Quests and Events that
are affected by the weather and season will be added. [ System ] The system will be expanded by adding many features through continuous development. ◆ Audience & Players The game is being developed for the console market of the free-to-play category. The targeted users are young adults who are accustomed to free-to-play games, but
prefer action-RPGs. The game is also compatible with the following devices: iPhone/iPad Android HTML5 web browser Windows Phone/Windows Store Xbox 360 XBox ONE Nintendo 3DS ◆ Features ■ Ability to Create Your Own Character You can customize your own character. Choose the appearance, build, and weapons to develop your
character to suit your play style. ■ Craft System Craft will be added as a new feature that you can use to develop your character. Experience gained by crafting will directly affect your character's skills. ■ Job System An extensive job system that will
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Features Key:
Adorable Vicious, Evolving Characters
An Epic Drama From the Lands Between
A Complex PvP Combat System
A Wide Variety of Crafting Materials
A Vast World Free of Charge and Filled with Danger
A World Devoted to Causing a Thoroughly Epic Drama
An Online Play where Fits the Story of the Lands Between
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